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NUMBER 2

Shall Gullible Gentiles Spill 
all their Business Secrets?

'T ’H E  G E N T IL E  business men of America have been 
-i- graciously informed that they are quite at liberty to 
criticize the National Industrial Recovery Act, providing 
they do so “without animosity.”

In a land of a supposedly free press, this indulgence is 
quite as bedeviling as to exactly what constitutes a true 
definition of “animosity.”

Perchance it comprises any criticism of Judah for spon
soring it, or having Judah’s western-hemisphere Prince as its 
deus ex machina. Jews are sensitive about such matters. They 
are “persecuted” so frightfully easily that even an editor 
never knows when— in consideration of the most clinical 
aspects of economics— he is going to be guilty of religious 
intolerance or promoting race hatred.

Be that as it may, there are several aspects of the Nation
al Industrial Recovery Act— more popularly known as the 
N-R-A—which it seems feasible to examine. Inasmuch as 
this national measure for recovery means, in the expressed 
opinion of many clear-sighted Gentiles, the putting of their 
signatures to their own business death-warrants, we hope to 
be indulged for a few minutes while we exercise a little of 
the remaining free speech that seems to be permitted us Gen
tiles in our own nation, and treat with journalistic license 
certain potentialities in the N-R-A, by 
no means allowed publicity to date in 
our Zionist-censored press.

If the “criticism without animosi
ty” must be defined solely as a series of 
“yes” suggestions for binding a yoke of 
American Sovietism on western-world 
institutions, then the gaol of an Ameri
can Chekka doubtless yawns for us.

Before we are hauled off, locked up, 
sentenced to be shot at sunrise, or give 
away our business secrets, let us con
sider hereafter a trenchant hypothesis.

H E N  a Chicago mobster desires to “muscle into” an
other mobster’s territory, he has a direct-action meth

od of driving up to the front of his rival’s place of “busi
ness” entering with drawn machine-guns, backing that rival 
out to a car, and subsequently depositing his body out in the 
suburbs— the sentient soul having been extracted from the 
said body somewhere enroute to the spot of deposit.

Such elementary technique is known in the parlance of 
our times as being “taken for a ride.”

W hen a coterie of international mobsters wants to muscle 
into the culture and resources of an entire nation, they may 
possibly be found using tactics quite as direct but decidedly 
more subtle.

I t might prove to be a trifle awkward, not to say hazard
ous, to back a whole nation of business men out of their law
ful premises and deposit their commercially-lifeless remains 
amid the ash-heaps of world industry. Herding such masses 
of victims into districts where they can be safely “given the 
works,” offers too many chances for large groups of them 
to resist, and put in a successful riot call to the rest of the 
citizenry to take swift and terrible steps to rescue them. So a 
more sagacious program may be feasible, to “put the finger” 
on great industrial groups whose enterprises and their incre

ments may be zealously desired by rack
eteers who operate in continents instead 
of in precincts.

A technique must be perfected for 
taking those industrial groups for a 
ride with their own consent, and in a 
manner that keeps them from recogniz
ing just what is transpiring.

In other words, the muscling-in 
must be consummated with all the 
aspects of an urgently desired Busi
ness Renaissance, couched in such terms, 
trimmed with such window-dressing,

I
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and operated with such finesse, that the gullible business 
magnates being thus “snatched” consider that they are doing 
something highly patriotic in submitting to the mobsters’ 
weapons and walking obediently out to the curb.

For it is always a simple matter to “get away with mur
der,” providing always that enough victims are involved to 
make the murdering “an industrial crisis,” a “war for the 
preservation of Christian institutions,” or a “revolution to 
bring in Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity.”

In view of this contention, therefore, and because we 
must obey the ukase not to exhibit animosity in exercising 
our American rights of Free Speech, suppose we suggest a 
few ideas hypothetically and observe how they stack up with 
events which the most insouciant among our citizenry should 
recognize as having occurred since 1907.

CERTAINLY it should not be dealing in animosities to 
submit that in the period between 1840 and 1907, the 

United States was a pioneering nation, predominantly Aryan, 
engaged in developing and accumulating its stupendous na
tural resources all out of proportion to the requirements of 
the numbers of persons who made up its census.

Fortunes of necromantic size had piled up from an era 
which can never come again in human history, because it 
witnessed the development of raw wealth which had lain in 
the planet’s bosom since the beginning of all history.

Now this raw wealth, as the twentieth century opened, 
had come to be represented in commercial practices by gold 
and silver tokens called Money, or in bills of title that were 
misnamed Securities. It had not come from “profits,” for 
there is truly no such phenomenon, excepting as one man’s 
gain is another man’s loss. It was wealth which had been 
taken from Mother Nature and piled up for myriad varieties 
of refinement and barter, called Manufacturing and Com
merce.

Incidentally, however, it was a storehouse of substance 
so colossal that men forgot its true origin and essence— 
namely, the increment from a pioneering epoch that sooner 
or later must come to a close. Men took it for granted, as 
something that was as imperishable as the planet itself, that it 
was something that would always be in their possession for 
refining ever more and more cleverly, or swapping about, 
manufactured commodity for manufactured commodity.

They did not once grasp that it might also be a body of 
international loot so tremendous that its very size made it 
helpless in the face of spoliation, in the event that alien 
schemers took it into their heads to aggressively possess it, 
particularly if  thereby those schemers could smash and ob
literate those institutions, and that culture, which made it 
seem the property of all the populace!

AGAIN it should be an exemption from “animosity” to 
say hypothetically that the Aryans who had done the 

raw, hard, pioneering work of clearing the new-world for
ests and wresting that wealth from the soil beneath, may have 
forgotten that eternal vigilance is the price of possession of 
any commodity or hoard of commodities, or the enjoyment 
of the free institutions which gave them title to it—in that 
alien miscreants took note of its proportions and the oppor
tunities which it offered to advance themselves racially.

Let us say, however, still hypothetically, that infiltrated

throughout western-world society was a great, dark, preda
tory, exploiting Force that had long since determined to 
wrest all this virgin wealth away— as soon as its plans could 
be so perfected that such wresting could be done without 
physical reprisals of violence occurring to itself.

Let us assume for the moment that such a Force had 
been suspected as secretly operating in many Asiatic and 
European countries over countless generations. Let us as
sume that time and time again, as men thought they recog
nized it for what they suspected it, they “cut back” and 
“pruned down” the mortal exponents of this Force whenever 
and wherever their depredations were too open and flagrant.

Speaking racially, on the other hand, let us further as
sume that in the New W orld there were only national ado
lescents to cope with this Force, people trained instinctively to 
a code of good sportsmanship and esprit de corps that would 
not allow them to conceive that such despoilers could ever 
infiltrate among them wholesale and ultimately bilk them as 
a great and united people, hiding the while behind the ter
rible camouflage of a stressed and buttressed acceptance of 
racial and religious tolerance!

PA IN TIN G  the hypothetical picture in broad strokes, 
suppose we say that when the time is ripe for the spring

ing of the spoliation— using the year 1907 to make our 
hypothesis understandable— the opening maneuver of the 
alien marplots is the precipitation of a minor commercial 
panic upon the nation, that a harmless-appearing Federal 
Reserve Act might find wholesale endorsement among the 
progeny of those pioneers about to be looted in the Con
quest of a New Land of Canaan.

Let us accredit hypothetically that this new Federal Re
serve Act, wholly originated and sponsored by agents of the 
spoliators, declares in substance: “ In order that this dearth 
of currency with which to do business smoothly may never 
occur again, you should pool your fiscal resources into great 
centers for control, where they can be held in reserve against 
crucial emergencies.”

Let us say that guillible industrialists, always adolescent 
in international chicane and still smarting from the effects 
of such a mythical 1907 currency stringency, are most eager 
to agree.

Let us say that it never dawns upon them that if they 
thus pool their resources in great fiscal hoardings, they may 
be making it still more difficult and impossible to have access 
to their resources in the event that the control o f those finan
cial poolings fall into the hands of those who secretly do not 
want them to have funds in their emergencies.

In other words, let us say hypothetically that it is quite 
possible for such a Federal Reserve agency to actually 
operate as a more terrible destructive force than ever in 
their affairs, in that it may serve to prevent men from get
ting money instead of making it available for use!

ALWAYS speaking hypothetically, let us behold the Fed
eral Reserve Act being passed with naive confidence 

in its infallibility to have all the needful currency that bona 
fide and unsuspecting industry might require, on tap in con
venient allocations against currency shortages.

But let us do some beholding further.
Let us behold the true officials and directing intellects
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of that hoard when so actualized, becoming subtilely and 
astutely the known agents for the international schemers, 
and adroitly manipulating funds so concentrated into cartels 
of finance that should put those funds beyond the reach 
of those American industrialists and leave them in a crisis 
facing ultimate ruination!

Of course, it is hypothetically and theoretically possible 
that this can be done without attention being called to what 
is transpiring, assuming that these same agents have per
fected a commercial control over all known instruments of 
publicity— press, screen, and radio.

Will not the next step, theoretically, in this cabal, be the 
process of getting this whole vast hoard of Federal-Reserve 
wealth out of America literally, to provide against the ugly 
circumstance that such a plot may be recognized for what 
it is, and the nation of bilked industrialists and their 
dependent employees turn on the bilkers?

So trace these utterly theoretical machinations 
further.

IT W ILL stand to reason that shipping literal 
dollars from that hoard out of the national 

jurisdiction of those to whom they rightfully be
longed, may be extremely hazardous; open ship
loads of departing dollars may be noticed, and a 
hue and cry go up from observers who have not hitherto sus
pected a cabal.

A way must be found to involve such wealth abroad. 
How to do it?
What better way than an international war, particularly 

if such a universal and savage conflict pulls scores of other 
chestnuts out of the fire for the marplots, and gives them the 
opportunity to slide into stronger international positions than 
ever, in the actual control of involved but unsuspecting gov
ernments?

Will it not be entirely possible and safe for such a con
flict to be precipitated on recommendations of the highest 
patriotism, arousing the most idealistic instincts of the dupes 
to be so compromised?

Of course this is all conjecture. But it does supply piece 
after piece of mosaic to work out an interesting jigsaw puz
zle of a rainy afternoon— such infantile contraptions being 
the order of the day just now to keep the citizenry from 
thinking . . .

OF T H E  war period and its aftermath, it is not the pur
pose of this hypothesis to speak. W hether America 

is involved in that war from the motives so widely publi
cized, is not of moment. In this mythical jigsaw puzzle we 
are putting together, we have the circumstance that the Unit
ed States did find herself in such a conflict, and that being a 
participant she had to draw on her accumulated resources not 
only to fight her own fight, but to show a neighborly com
passion for her sister nations, and their post-war financial 
“plights” on foreign continents.

Thus under the camouflage of a manufactured idealism, 
we may theorize that golden wealth goes pouring out of 
America—or if not out of America, into “earmarked” con
signments or deposits that thereafter are no longer to be a 
part of the theoretical federal treasure. True, vast cartels 
of the marplots see fit to keep tremendous amounts within

the confines of the United States, but actual title to them has 
passed into their hands, and furthermore no one seems to 
know exactly where— and in what amounts— that appropriat
ed wealth is cached. At least we may assume hypothetically 
that as a “reserve” for American industrialists, their pooled 
funds have ceased to exist or be a factor in their affairs.

Instead of remaining a treasure hoard for the general use 
of American Business, it becomes in substance a treasure 
hoard for the financing of the machinations of foreign gov
ernments, in turn directed by foreign money-bunds.

TH A T millions of dollars were made by agents of the 
cabalists out of that war personally— or by racial 

groups— is not of consequence in this whole fantastic picture 
we are painting for our afternoon amusement. Something 

more pernicious now enters our theorizing.
Again we must conjecture that perspicacity 

functions, and these exploiters of the Federal Re
serve and the United States Treasury perceive that 
eventually a roar of disillusion must go up from 
those industrial and banking groups of dupes who 
have been thus bilked. Something will be done 
about it. It is entirely within the range of possi
bilities that some obstreperous journalist may get 
the ear of the nation, call attention to the necro

mantic facts, and make popular the slogan: “Make the ras
cals give it hack!,)

W hat better way to forestall such an uncomfortable 
possibility than to proceed at once to subtilely alter the na
ture of protective legal institutions, and the general legisla
tive structure, and see to it that an officialdom is set up whose 
functioning makes it impossible for anything drastic in the 
way of reprisals to be possible?

But again, should it not be done in such a way that it oc
curs as a “natural”— as advertisers say in merchandising— 
that is, in such a manner that men think they are obtaining 
certain results, and help toward their accomplishment, where
as in actual practice the results are neatly the opposites.

In other words, if Constitutional measures which had 
'been purposely set up by the forefathers to protect their 
progeny against this sort of bilking, are to be discredited and 
successfully abolished, our conjecture will have it that the 
populace must assent to, and help in it under the illusion 
that it is going to be quite as remedial in their mysterious 
economic troubles as they suppose the Federal Reserve Act 
is, to begin with.

That deceit and chicane is being perpetrated upon them 
in a more Satanic fashion than ever before, leading them to 
still deeper abysses, must never be discussed— or even whisp
ered. To do so w’ould be to employ “animosity.” The full 
force of agencies of publicity must be turned upon the gulli
ble citizenry and it must be convinced that the whole miasma 
of distress— and its correction— has been naught but “natural 
economic conditions” resulting from the recent carnage.

But before such institutions can be altered, it is sub
mitted as part of our hypothesis that the public mind must 
be prepared in advance.

TH E  IT E M  should be allowed in all of this silly non
sense that following the war, opportunity-on-opportun

ity must come for those who have muscled their way into all
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the embattled governments to facilitate their international 
strategizings by operating as chess players with the world 
for a board. We cannot see them working under the inhibi
tions of the restraints of laws and customs of individual na
tions, set up to preserve their integrity and “selfish” pros
perity.

So then, most mysteriously to the uninformed but not at 
all mysterious in the hypothesis we are building for the en
lightened, we find financial disruption following on financial 
disruption. The war has been of such magnitude, 
of course, that the industries of whole continents 
have been rocked to their very foundations. All 
of this can only have the effect of creating a state 
of great confusion and panic among the plain citi
zenry of the nations involved, and particularly in 
America. Men must be worn down in their think
ing processes to where their sheer mental weariness 
with the complications of it all, render them in
capable of thinking clearly. Then again, the size 
of the factors in the international situation can only 
have the effect of frightening and bewildering the 
plain citizens, who only pray for the chance to earn 
a decent living and be allowed to raise their families in peace. 
Bewilder and frighten them sufficiently and they will easily 
become hysterical and open to any suggestion that promises 
them a seeming respite.

NOW, let us say, comes the supreme moment for com
pleting the real pillaging of the western world, whose 

wealth has first been “moved against” with the successful 
passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1914.

Stupendous sums have been “loaned” abroad to rehabili
tate world commerce—sums so gigantic that according to Og
den Mills, erstwhile Secretary of the Treasury, “ the Federal 
Reserve broke down.” It has been made of note—and there
fore is not conjecture—in the Congressional Record, that 
without Congressional authority, without the rank and file 
of the unsuspecting citizenry dreaming of what was afoot, 
320 billions of dollars were illegally, unlawfully, and there
fore criminally, taken from the United States strongbox over 
a four-year period and segregated to the uses of the interna
tional cabalists!

Think of it!
Money which had originally been willingly pooled— 

back in 1914 and subsequently—for the protection of Amer
ican industry in times of stress, was shipped instead, either 
out of the country or supinely handed over to agents of the 
alien money-bund, who obviously must have a racial interest 
to advance in what they were consummating, since they were 
already rich beyond the dreams of avarice. But to return 
strictly to hypothesis—

It is all so Gargantuan of size and concept that the aver
age citizen cannot grasp it.

Of course not!
That too, is part of the cabal.
Therein lies the safety of the marplots.

IT  IS logical to theorize that a period of industrial stale
mate, will set in, mischievously called a Depression. This 

can be the better accredited if we include the surmisal that 
along with a plotted shortage of money, a period of dizzy

speculation is first encouraged and manipulated, so that the 
individual who has been risking his personal savings in a 
get-rich-quick orgy will be caught in a falling market and 
rendered financially supine in his own private assets.

W ith this speculation period terminated by a cataclysmic 
stock-market crash, Americans must necessarily find them
selves under the necessity for turning back to industry to re
coup their losses. Whereupon a sickening discovery will be 
made that truly insufficient capital is available on which to 

transact the nation’s volume of trade. W hat has 
become of it? We saw it hypothetically shipped 
overseas, of course, or transferred into the bank
ing houses of the alien cabalists— anyhow, safely 
removed from the jurisdiction of the ordinary bus
iness man or purchasing consumer. Getting it back 
by force will mean precipitating another war, and 
we may conjecture that Americans are too spent 
and bedeviled with the first war to rush purblindly 
into a second.

These foreign shipments, designated as 
“ loans,” suppose we conjecture as coming to ma
turity. As payment dates approach, let us imagine 

that policies of attrition are brought into play. Howls of 
protest go up from foreign “governments”— which we must 
remember have been effectively infiltrated long since by the 
cabalists’ representatives— that they cannot make settlements 
without “ upsetting the recovery of all nations” or “rending 
the fabric of international trade and credit.”

The whole thing, we must conjecture, is timed and ma
nipulated so that kingdoms and republics are educated to ac
cept that settlements never can be made. In order that the 
marplots may keep their evilly-gotten lootings, a hue and 
cry must go all over the world: “Cancel the war debts in the 
interests of humanity /”

But here and there are those who see through the hoax 
and are insistent that something be done to make the rascals 
give it back. W hat expedient shall we turn to, in our hy
pothesis? Just this—

Change— as we have theorized— the whole character of 
officialdom and Constitutional government in the countries 
involved. Set up forms of “government” in which a bilked 
people shall have no protection or recourse to restitution.

And how to do that so we shall incur no reprisals or 
exposures?

How but the process of hammering down the economic 
life of the nation to such penury of its citizenry that it will 
assent to anything to have the status quo of livelihood re
stored?

And how to succeed in that successfully? Simple enough!
First place a Man of Straw, a Do-Nothing Official, at the 

head of officialdom. Then when his policies are emasculated 
and shown to be worse and worse stalemates, succeed him 
with a Man of Action, a Roarer and a Growler, who shall 
everywhere be heralded as Paving the Way to Salvation!

By that time is not our conjecture sound that the bilked 
populace will assent to most anything suggested, and docilely 
acquiesce to the Ship of State being piloted to the port that 
the marplots have planned from the beginning?

So let us theorize that Moratoriums begin to be the order 
of the moment—and the busy wheels of American industry 
turn slower and slower. As the Great H alt approaches,
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these adolescent and unsuspecting Americans begin to casti
gate the Man in the W hite House as a hopeless incompe
tent. Through four years of increasing dolor and confusion, 
he is libeled as a dunderhead or a pernicious obstructionist.

But remember we are hypothesizing that all of these 
tactics are part of the Plan!

Again we emphasize, if the Americans can be made suf
ficiently hysterical over a Do-Nothing-of-Consequence poli
cy in high quarters over a sufficient period of time, in the 
exact ratio of their tenure will the victims leap with equal 
hysteria to support the policies of a successor, regardless of 
their Constitutional or economic soundness, and solely be
cause they promise any sort of palliative.

Thus do we contemplate a new administration.
It will achieve Great Things. It will offer a New Deal. 

And if our hypothesis takes account of beautiful maneuver- 
ings and timings, we may expect a nation of unsuspecting 
Little Red Riding Hoods rallying about this new roster of 
officialdom, to support blindly— and with the aid of a satrap 
press, screen, and radio— any measures that will return con
ditions similar to those that maintained before the Begin
ning of the Bilking.

But it is not the avowed policies of a well-known political 
party with which the nation now has to treat. Let us in
terpolate here a so-called Brain Trust, recruited and coached 
for its role hy representatives o f the same scheming elements 
that have planned the nation's vassalage as early as 1907.

And what does this Brain Trust at once propose?
It proposes in effect a new form of government, in which 

representative Constitutionalism plays almost no part except
ing to give a certain abstract authorization to the machinery 
of the change.

Examined clinically and eruditely, let us hypothesize 
that this “new” form of government is naught but camou
flaged Sovietism, as Sovietism is understood and 
accepted at present by the political economists of 
the world in general.

It is government intrinsically by a bureaucratic 
industrial-committee system, responsible to no one 
but a little handful of dictators at its top.

In the American case, however, we may con
tend that we have altered the spelling of the word 
Bureaucracy, and that the word is now spelled 
Baruchracy.

“Hoorah!” cries the Business Adolescents.
“Here at last is action!”

IT IS action. And what action! To get proper Soviet- 
Committee Systems properly set up, so that the shift 

from the Constitutional forms to baruchracy will be as pain
less and unnoted as possible, newspapers, motion pictures, 
and the radio are theoretically employed to manufacture 
hysterical acclaim for a national industrial recovery act. A 
domineering army top sergeant of the Gentile persuasion, is 
retained—in our conjecturing— to intimidate and bulldoze 
those recalcitrant industrial groups who might have gone 
along doing business quite efficiently and prosperously if a 
government infiltrated with alien schemers can only be made 
to keep its mischievous fingers out of their affairs and re
store the loot from which these American adolescents have 
theoretically been swindled.

But let us go further— still in our theorizing!
It is conceivable in all this silly romanticizing that there 

may yet be reprisals to occur to the plotters when the shift is 
made— however, unostentatiously— from the republican 
forms of representative government to soviet industrial com
mitteeships, all accountable to him who controls as dictator 
this American baruchracy.

For instance, we should not forget that despite the beg- 
garings of millions of the common people by the attrition 
policies that have been, hypothetically, the order of the past 
15 years, there are nevertheless thousands of affluent Ameri
cans of the Gentile persuasion still left in their positions at 
the heads of corporations and private businesses of size.

I t should go without saying that these are a deadly 
menace— in the time of the Shift from Constitutionalism to 
Baruchracy— in that they not only command considerable 
wealth still remaining to them, but also the loyalty of tens 
of thousands of employees who are native fellow Christians.

These must he smashed, ruined, gutted, abolished!
In  all America there must not be left one business mag

nate of prominence, able to command weapons financial or 
human to offer an obstructive front to the baruchcrats. How 
to “get” them? As all of this is only theory, we are at liberty 
to let our imaginations run riot. Therefore consider this—

AS T H E  predominant originators and projectors of this 
national industrial recovery act of ours are obviously 

of one race, welded into the same solidarity which has char
acterized the cabalists from the beginning, let us theorize as 
follows:

In order that this incoming system of soviet committee- 
ships may successfully check infractions of the stipulations 
laid down for the “recovery” of industry, weekly reports 
must be made to that committee-system: of number of ma

chines in operation in manufacturing plants, num
bers of employees engaged and the amount of 
wages paid them, amounts of goods made, sold, 
and shipped or not shipped— all the rest of the 
personal and private trade secrets that are the real 
ammunition in the competitive business fight in any 
line of industry.

This mass of business secrets of the most sacred 
character, formerly guaranteed inviolate under the 
Continental Fathers’ brand of constitutionalism, 
must be submitted under penalty of the Chekka’s 
brand of blacklisting and blackmail to this arising 

and strengthening baruchracy.
In the Soviet Committeeship for handling and compiling 

all this mass of the most intimate trade secrets from Gentile 
firms in every corner of the nation let us put a theoretical 
personage—say Dr. Alexander Sachs. About him let us 
build a great machinery of “statisticians,” all of one racial 
persuasion— or at least Gentile “ fronts” for statisticians all 
of one racial persuasion. Let us consider that no water-tight 
safeguards are created over the business confidences and Gen
tile commercial secrets— that they will be kept inviolate in 
the federal archives. The point for our conjecturing and 
theorizing must be, that a way is found to make those Gen
tile firms reveal weekly the extent of their business activities 
and the details of their traffickings. We need go no further 
than this for providing a way to undermine, emasculate,
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checkmate, sap, and ruthlessly pull down to personal ruin 
every Gentile business head who commands any fiscal or per
sonnel resistance to imminent baruchcratic sovietism.

Less than one year should be required to utilize this re
ported information in such a way that there is not a single 
Gentile left in a commercial high-place!

Who then is going to be left to say that Constitutionalism 
shall protect the rights of the average American citizen, and 
that these Industrial Recovery Committees shall not con
tinue to govern the country with all the resplendent success 
of their duplicates in Bloody Russia?

Who then is going to criticize this final working-out of 
the Federal Reserve Act of 1914?

Who then is going to criticize its “loanings” and ship
ments of funds abroad—illegally?

Who then is going to oppose “cancellation of the war 
debts in the interests of international amity?”

Who then is going to “make the rascals give it back?”

W IT H  this ruthless system of baruchracy in full control, 
our theoretical spoliation must be utter and complete. 

No one can arise anywhere along the line to pro
test, because he can then be accused of working 
against the welfare of all the citizens and “re
tarding recovery.” No one can ink a pen and 
write a pamphlet without violating the ukase 
that any criticisms of what has been achieved can 
only be presented “without animosity.” No one 
can point an outraged finger at venality in high 
places without being guilty of sedition, or crim
inal defamation of pious officialdom. No one 
can call attention to the uniform nationality of 
the exploiters without opening himself to a 
blistering castigation for “race prejudice,” “re
ligious persecution” or “inciting to race hatred’1 

The system is perfect!
No matter how one looks at this romantic hypothesis we 

have built up, it is triumphantly self-protective.
Of course there is one uncomfortable possibility which 

the baruchcrats may have overlooked: a great body of en
lightened men who have “tumbled” to it all, and who may 
be working undercover to purge the whole land of one racial 
element which they “venomously” conclude responsible for 
much that has happened.

Time enough to cope with that problem when they con
front it, however. The same elements coped with it in Rus
sia—one million, eight hundred thousand cold-blooded mur
ders being the means by which it was met.

However, to keep the general citizens terrorized against 
any possibility of stark anarchy—accepting baruchracy as 
the only possible alternative against chaos—there is always 
the Communist Arm of the baruchcrats held in reserve, finan
cially supported for action as duress may be needed, made to 
appear the antagonists of baruchracy while all the time it 
is merely its spawn and sabotage offspring.

The populace will, of course, be utterly bedeviled in its 
wits, as to how this Communist Arm can prosper when its 
objectives seem paradoxical and antithetical to the best cap
italistic interests of the baruchcrats. But that too, can be con
sidered as the most astute strategy of all. Merely transfer 
the Communist leaders and sympathizers into the personnel

of the various baruchcratic committees as now being set up, 
and thereby will the teeth of sabotage be withdrawn as the 
interests of the leaders and sympathizers may appear.

After all, they are only demagogues and ranters because 
they now are “out” and want to get “in.” Give them fu ll 
chance to get “in” and they need not be considered as fac
tors worthy the loss o f one night’s sleep.

TH U S have we hypothesized, thus have we theorized— 
all without the slightest “ animosity,” merely calling 

attention in caprice to some of the potentialities of the na
tional industrial recovery program epitomized by placards of 
the Soviet Eagle now displayed in shop windows.

Of course an honest and impeccable federal administra
tion binds itself to keep inviolate all the Gentile business 
secrets and data submitted weekly in the hysterically con
structive Code Reports.

Some Gentiles who are “seditious” enough to withhold 
their signatures from these commercial death-warrants— as 
they angrily stigmatize them— may try to “get away with 
it.” I t  is but a question of time, how long they can hold out 

against the official Big Stick. A representative 
assembly of the people’s spokesmen had its fed
eral patronage withheld, or those “representa
tives” were otherwise “persuaded” to give full 
“Democratic” support to the Administration, 
until they had conceded sufficient dictatorial 
authority to the Executive to make his ukases of 
import to these racalcitrant elements. That this 
might become possible when the baruchcrats 
wanted dictatorial powers that they might set 
aside the Constitution, was undoubtedly the 
reason why the Forefathers set up the Two- 
Party political system in America— so we can

surmise.
But we do know that these Industrial Recovery Commit

tees are now the real governing power in our democratic na
tional domain, and anyone who says them nay finds retribu
tion swift and sure—providing the increasing baruchcracy can 
find ways to “get” him.

To make certain that these Industrial Recovery Commit
tees do have full baruchcratic powers, Gentile industrialists 
all over America are fairly falling over their own feet to get 
up to the federal table and agree to turn their most intimate 
business data and commercial secrets over to one whose 
analyses have largely governed conclusions, Dr. Alexander 
Sachs, late of the Lehman Corporation, or the Jewish Bab- 
son’s.

So this, fellow Christians, is our pleasant persiflage con
cerning N-R-A.

Smart business men, these Jews! Gentiles take umbrage 
against them, and strive to work up race hatred, merely be
cause they are jealous of Jewish success, premised purely on 
the assiduous attention Jews give to their business.

What more can be said?
Shall Gentiles spill all their business secrets to Judah? 

Is there any good reason why they should not, considering 
that Providence made Gentiles so gullible?

So we say with the friendliest of smiles on our faces: 
Step up at once, you Christian Egyptians, and put your John- 
Hancocks on the Jewish dotted line!
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"Arise and Manifest” . .
Y D EA R LY  BELOV ED : We are tru

ly together, there are none who do us 
mischief.
2 Those who fared forth to conquer 
are humbled, but let us not rejoice in 
their confusions; rather let us give 
them our loving help and sympathy.
3 I say to you, we have no concern 
with the bargainings of business: 
greater are the mischiefs afoot for our 
combatting.
4 There are those who make profits 

from martial equipments: I am ever desirous that they shall 
be humbled, I am ever concerned that they shall see that 
Peace is the watchword of the times and heaven detesteth 
the works which they do.
5 There are none to thwart them but me, my beloved: I  am 
determined to show the world that Peace is that watchword 
indeed;
6 I am determined to show the world that those who gain 
wealth by the slaughter of men on fields of battle shall be 
mocked.
7 There are others who care not; they are a great army 
that standeth by until guns roar, and then bewaileth its help
lessness.
8 There are others who seek after Peace by legislation: 
they believe that Law maketh Justice; they rant at law
makers, yet manifest no eagerness to make those statesmen 
do otherwise than make more and more laws, until the Law 
breaketh down.
9 There are still others who come to me crying: Master, 
save us lest we perish; yet they do no constructive thing to 
save themselves.
10 lam  coming to them indeed, but not in compassion for 
their weakness; I am come to rebuke them sternly for crying 
a cry when performance openeth to them.
11 The world maketh mock of those who sincerely hunger 
after peace; it crieth: Weakness! Weakness!
12 It setteth brother against brother in disputation; it 
maketh the blind to be blinder and the sufferers to suffer 
the more.
13 I am coming to rebuke those who would loudly cry 
Peace! yet who make no effort to demand that it be actual.
14 I am coming to rebuke those who would loudly cry 
Peace! yet who only desire it that the enemy which they 
serve should arm himself surely.
15 Journalists there are who print words of Peace having 
war in their desires; preachers of Peace there are in pulpits 
who make a loud outcry when war cometh on them that the 
communities they serve may be spared from the enemy.
16 All, all, my beloved, are eaters of carrion: behold I 
am coming to make clean their banquet.
17 Those who wish for war shall be confounded; behold 
those who wish for strife for the sake of strife shall hence
forth be numbered among the unclean.
18 Behold I shall prepare a holy banquet and deny it to 
those who say: Let us have peace, that he who maketh war

OUT of the vastness of Cosmos the Psychic Antennae tunes in on a 
Voice. I f  the Word was made flesh and spake once to men. how 
much stronger may be its pronouncements when the handicaps of 
the flesh are perished? I f  we cannot believe this, to Whom or 
What shall we look fo r  authority o f commitments like the fo l
lowing? .............................................................

may make his preparation.
19 I am coming because I know mine own, and mine own 
know the love which I bear for their cleanness: I say they 
shall aid me;
20 Mock shall be made of the eaters of carrion.
21 Dearly beloved, millions there are who look to you for 
cheer in this darkness on humanity; they have no shepherd 
to lead them to waters of hope, they walk in dry places with 
tormented tongues.
22 Those who do watch from mountains of attainments 
know of their plight and send you to lead them.
23 Ten thousand times ten thousand have been the pray
ers addressed to my spirit, blessing you for ministering even 
as ye have ministered.
24 Think ye I have not smiled? think ye I have not wept? 
think ye I have not remembered our pact a thousand prayer- 
times, that ye be doing a work that is blessed?
25 Dearly beloved, know that ye do go from field to field; 
the work of ministering hath ennobled thousands; thousands 
have listened and known you for my servants.
26 Greatly have I smiled when I recalled the pact, that 
ye shouldst be those on whose heads my benediction is in
voked.
27 Therefore, beloved, whilst the iron be hot and the 
work groweth stoutly, I remind you that the pact be but 
begun, that the work of Peace goeth forward to conclusion.
28 Arise and manifest! shew the faith that is in you! for 
verily, that is faith, that ye do the works of my Father who 
sendeth the rain on the just and unjust, that flowerings 
spring up where the rain hath a washing.
29 I beg of you, beloved, be warned and prepared: I do 
call on you for works;
30 I do call on you, beloved, to stand before kings: I call 
you to great documents that shew men your talents: I call 
you to stand in great assemblies and testify of me.
31 Your voices and pens shall inflame men’s hearts to 
righteousness: peace shall come to earth and my people know 
good will from land unto land.
32 This is my message to you, beloved: that ye gird up 
your loins as I give you the means; I tell you concretely 
what must be done, who must be visited, what must be said.
33 I tell you where to go and find the men who shall place 
upon the world’s statutes: War is accursed, carnage is ended, 
the Prince of Peace is prince o f this earth and the warriors 
who live henceforth in men's hearts shall be those who do 
battle for the welfare o f races!
34 I am your lord and brother and friend and comrade: we 
connive to save the world from itself: great is my joy that 
we be met together in this season, that ye know me for my
self.

PEACE.
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The Battle Score of
Futile Baruchcracy . . .

HENEVER you see an article in the 
Zionist-censored press, treating face
tiously some news report that has come 
out of Germany, rest assured the report 
must have basis in some fact.

The latest is the story of the al
leged Jewish Plot printed on Page 12 
of the August 16th issue of The New  
York Times,—the international Ca- 
hilla’s official apologist for Jewry in the 
United States—and guardian of Jew
ish morals generally in this Land of the 

Free for those who are Brave:—
Concurrently with, this belated termination of an injustice, there 

comes today a new attempt to arouse the German public to the defense of 
Nazidom, which nobody except itself has threatened. The Nazi labor 
organ publishes a weird tale of an international Jewish plot against 
Germany.

In any other country such wild imaginings would evoke laughter. But 
not here. With appropriate photographs of the supposed principals it is 
spread over the front page of Der Deutsch.

Briefly, the tale purports to reveal an international plot against the 
Hitler regime, hatched by “Soviet Jews and International Masons.” Just 
what the plotters are going to do, and how they are going to do it, is left 
to the imagination.

The plotters, however, are alleged to be Maxim Litvinoff, Russian 
Foreign Minister; Leon Trotsky, Russian exile and supposed enemy; 
Andre Tardiau, former French Premier; Bernard M. Baruch, “American 
Jew and authorized agent of Roosevelt,” and I. Z. Suritz, Russian Am
bassador to Turkey.

The plot consists of the allegation that M. Trotsky “secretly” met M. 
Litvinoff at Royat, France, a fortnight ago when M. Suritz also was pres
ent and at the same time that Mr. Baruch was taking the cure at nearby 
Vichy— which is at least 400 miles away.

M. Tardieu was said to have been at Royat about that time, which 
probably will be news to him, although it would not be remarkable, Royat 
being a popular watering place. He is the “Free Masons” in the plot 
and he is dragged in because French participation in any plot against 
Germany is obviously necessary.

What they all decided upon is not revealed, but Der Deutshe con
cludes its revelations of nothing, with the call to all good true Germans 
to “smash the plotters” and expose Russia’s mendacious double-dealing, 
as exhibited by that mass-butcher, Trotsky.

The story may or may not be true, but we say again, we 
have our suspicions of anything which The New York Times 
treats facetiously. God’s Chosen People are so little given 
to joking about temporal affairs, and take life with such a 
materialistic seriousness, that when they do drag in humor 
by the heels it is obviously an attempt to belittle an unpleas
ant truth which they do not know how to treat with otherwise.

We have every reason to believe that the American 
Disraeli went to Europe to meet Bronstein and Finkelstein. 
Whether Tardieu joined in their conversations is beside the 
point. Russia is reported to be on the verge of a mighty up
heaval and massacre of all the Jews who in their own turn 
have been massacring to their heart’s content since 1919 with

out accomplishing much more than pulling the country down 
to absolute chaos. Of course, if only some more money can 
be mulct out of the United States Treasury by devious 
routes, the Oligarchy of Blood may go on for a little while 
longer. But it must halt sometime. The ugly fact remains 
that the average American hasn’t much more money to put 
into the United States Treasury, the Federal Reserve Banks, 
or the business tills of those eager tradesmen who assume 
that all required to bring back prosperity is to hang a card 
on his plateglass window containing the picture of a bird. 
O f course here and there are groups of Hebrews who do not 
seem to be encountering much distress in this Depression, 
and who think it quite worthwhile to load up with Uncle 
Sam’s mortgages on his future, inasmuch as they plan ob
viously to become Uncle Sam Himself and are therefore 
quite safe in putting funds into his— and their own— pock
ets. . . . but otherwise the “Russians” can’t get what Amer
icans haven’t got.

Yes, it’s well worth the time of the American Disraeli to 
“ take the cure” at Vichy and perhaps pow-wow with the 
heads of the Murder-Bund to see how the Imminent Re
tribution can be averted.

AND apropos of the Murder-Bund, we understand that 
Col. Raymond Robbins is back from Russia and hob

nobbing considerably about the Bureau of Animal Hus
bandry in Washington . . . wherein lies a tale not quite ready 
for publication as yet.

This is the same Colonel Robbins who recently had an 
attack of amnesia and was found by a small boy living in a 
mountain shack half a dozen miles from Silver Shirt H ead
quarters . . .  as Silver Shirts mayn’t have had the story 
told them of exactly why Colonel Robbins is suspected of 
“losing his mind,” consider the following interesting hy
pothesis on what happened:

Herbert C. Hoover, the “good friend” of Colonel Rob
bins, was running for re-election in a nation disgruntled by 
his inability to pull the nation from the miasma of penury 
into which it was being pushed . . .  he wanted to carry cer
tain Prohibition States in the middlewest . . . one Daniel 
Poling, who runs the Christian Herald for a heavy Jewish 
bloc of stockholders, apparently conceived a gorgeous pub
licity-stunt . . . the last man with whom Colonel Robbins 
is alleged to have talked before his “disappearance” was 
Alexander Gomberg—likewise known as Ginsberg and many 
other aliases as it suits him— former pal of Leon Trotsky 
when the latter’s name was Bronstein . . . more about this 
Gomberg later.

Robbins waved adieu to Gomberg, turned about, walked 
to the street corner—metaphorically speaking—and vanished 
off the face of the Gentile earth . . .  in the office of the
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Hebrew-financed Christian Herald, Dan Poling ordered an 
airplane warmed up, to go to and fro over the Prohibition 
States and make a frantic and piteous search for the “van
ished” Colonel who was such a zealous Prohibition worker 
and therefore the “ friend” of Hoover . . . every time Poling 
took a look earthward, “searching” for the Colonel, the Gen
tiles were to hear a blast of sentimentality about the touch
ing Prohibition friendship for Hoover.

But somehow or other the whole thing misfired! . . . 
Prohibition Gentiles didn’t get at all hot and bothered about 
the “missing” status of the Great Prohibitionist who was so 
deeply in Hoover’s friendship, thereby making Hoover a 
Great Prohibitionist as well, for whom the Prohibition States 
should whoop it up at the ballot boxes . . . the Prohibition 
Gentiles merely said: “ Robbins missing, eh? W ell, w ell!” 
and went out to feed their livestock on a surplus of corn that 
might better have gone into the bellies of hungry human 
beings . . .  so a brilliant small boy “discovered” Robbins 
down in the Smoky Mountains, Mrs. Robbins was sent for, 
and after quite a spell the “Colonel” recognized her, took a 
shave, was whisked away in an automobile, and the next thing 
we hear of him doing is scurrying away to Soviet Russia, 
from which he comes back to hob-nob with the officials in 
the Department of Animal Husbandry.

Incidentally, along with this need for livestock in the 
Land of the M urder-Bund, watch your Zionist-controlled 
newspapers for reports of excessive amounts of livestock on 
American farms “for which food cannot be found” . . . the 
Associated Press carried a news story recently that 4,000,000 
little pigs faced slaughter because of a “drought” in the 
particular section of the nation from which the report was 
forwarded . . . maybe it was true, but maybe too there’s a 
Santa Claus . . .  we choose to believe there is plenty of dirty 
work going on at the cross roads to denude American farms 
of livestock that they may find their way to the Land of the 
Murder-Bund, being of more consequence there than on 
American farms . . . and the American Gentiles continue to 
pay the bill.

All of which transfers the thought-wave to the Adminis
tration’s brilliant scheme the first of the summer for Con
servation Camps of our Youthful Unemployed . . . they 
made great material for News Weekly “shots” to help add 
to the President’s “popularity,” but has anyone heard any
thing of consequence about them, now that they have served 
their Boost-Roosevelt purpose?

T H E R E  seems to be one element in our population who 
has heard plenty about those camps that were estab

lished—that is, those good American citizens living in the 
vicinity of some of these noble attempts at rehabilitation— 
and the following story ties in uniquely with the reality of 
the Jewish press censorship . . . the following letter from 
a Silver Shirt in Ohio tells its own sordid story—

I have recently had a striking demonstration of the very real press 
censorship that exists here in America at present. I received a letter dated 
August 2 from a good friend o f mine now living at Virginia City, 
Montana. The “Madison Camp” referred to is a camp o f the Citizens 
Conservation Corps located on the Madison River in the same Montana 
County in which Virginia City is located. I quote:

“Well, I will give you some information that you have not seen in any 
newspaper: an incident that happened over near the Madison Camp. A 
young Forest Ranger and his wife are located nearby and have been sta
tioned there for several years. One morning about three weeks ago the

Ranger left for a trip over his beat. Having forgotten something, he 
rode back home an hour later. On nearing his home, he heard his wife 
screaming. He ran into the house and found seven o f these CCC toughs 
attacking his wife. With his automatic pistol he shot two o f them through 
the head, two through the heart, and another in the chest. Two of them 
got away and have not been seen since, although he is still looking for 
them. The first four dropped dead in their tracks, the fifth died before 
he was removed from the house. This is not fiction, for the sheriff 
here in town returned here and filed this report with the County At
torney. After a hearing, I understood the Ranger was freed and. voted a 
vote of fraise by the entire fofulation in the neighborhood.

Further on in the letter my friend said: “A peculiar thing about this 
shooting fray, not a word o f it was printed in any newspaper, even local
ly. However, several parties here in town drove up there and saw the 
bodies being soldered up in sheet-iron cases for transportation back East 
to the “bad lands” from which they came.

On thinking over the exerpts from my friend’s letter, it strikes me 
that the Ranger would doubtless have reported this affair to his superiors, 
who in turn must have reported it to Washington. Also it must have been 
reported to CCC Headquarters at Washington, so some scores of govern
mental officials o f various grades must know all about it. They all talk 
privately of affairs that are supposed to be kept under cover and therefore 
one can be sure that their families and friends must have whispered it 
around into ever widening circles. Also the families and friends o f  these 
young “monsters” back East surely have talked. So I believe the news
papermen connected with many of the intimidated dollar-worshipping rags 
over the country know the facts. Yet not a line seems to have been pub
lished. Have we a censorshif ?

Inasmuch as I have not mentioned my friend’s name (he has to live 
in Virginia City!) I see no reason why you should not publish in Libera
tion this incident so highly suggestive of the high-handed arrogance of 
the secret censorship and also of the way the unfortunate neighbors of 
these CCC camfs are guarded. The discipline and control o f these “high- 
minded young citizens” must be marvelous!

OF COURSE the CCC camps looked fine in theory, and 
much stress was laid on the fact that “ the morals of the 

fine clean youth of America must be preserved” by returning 
them back to nature. But where was the agency that passed 
on the personnel of those allotted to the camps, and what 
possibilities did the camps possess of allocating gangs of 
strong-armed hoodlums in defenseless localities where later 
they might serve to intimidate the citizenry when the trans
fer from Constitutionalism to Baruchcracy took place in 
these torn and prostrate United States? Listen to another 
letter coming from Silver City, Idaho:—

The “boss” here was in Boise the other day when a train of the CCC 
was in town. H e said that the biggest fercentage of them looked like 
Jews or foreigners and that they acted like they owned the town, standing 
around and making remarks to most of the girls and women who passed 
and making his blood boil. He said he had a hard time keeping his hands 
off them. They also tried to crash several private parties there that night, 
so that the citizens had to call in the police.

TO SW ING from Idaho back to Washington, D. C., sup
pose you watch a certain development in our United 

States Supreme Court . . .  a new vacancy comes up this 
fall, and do you know who the individual is, alleged to be 
slated for appointment? . . . the gentleman is one Felix 
Frankfurter, “ instructor” in economics in Harvard Universi
ty, erstwhile Assistant Secretary of W ar, and now marked 
down as a “specialist” in the New Deal Department of Com
merce . . . M r. Frankfurter is also engaged in many other 
activities . . .  he is the “angel” for the Popular Govern
ment League of Washington, which employs one Judson 
King to engage actively in what it pleases to call the “power 
fight,” carefully preserving the power resources of the Unit- 

(Continued on fage 11)
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A Match to the Fuse to the Powder Keg!
’"TELEGRAMS have been coming in to Na- 

tional Headquarters from irate employers in 
the field who fully realize just exactly what is 
meant by adherence to the N. R. A. Code. They 
are ready to refuse! Fines and imprisonment are 
staring them in the face. Are they patriots or are 
they not!

Thank heaven there are a few across this na
tion who will not submit to an alien domination.
Do they see the N. R. A. as the setting up of Sov
iet Bureaucracies right here in America?.

Have they the personal evidence that the var
ious N.R.A. bureaus are actually manned by a 
large percentage of Jewish Communists?

It is a matter of individual conscience, not a 
matter of “let George do it.”

Many are asking whether or not it is merely 
coincidence that in the thirteenth chapter of 
Revelations there is the statement “that no man 
might buy or sell, save he that had the mark or 
the name of the beast?"

Those in the Silver Legion who have been con
ducting undercover research, have dynamite at 
hand a hundred times more potent than this maga
zine has yet revealed. A vast army of Christ men 
and women are rapidly organizing, determined 
that our country shall no longer be debauched 
nor pillaged, and that the rascals in high places 
shall be made to give the loot back!

The pulse is felt keenly at GHQ.
Free men cannot be shackled. As soon stop the 

waters of Michigan, Superior, Huron and Erie 
from their Niagara-plunge into the oceans of 
spiritual equality!

--------o--------
The Canadian Montreal Daily Star says in an 

editorial of August 9th. “Observers with any back
ground of thought and study are simply stunned 
by the daring, the sweep, the bewildering multi
plicity, the detailed definiteness, the dictatorial 
ruthlessness of the Roosevelt plans.

“They come so near to Russian executive con
trol as to send shivers down the back of any old- 
fashioned laissez faire Britisher who may still be 
extant. Imagine telling a merchant how many 
men he must employ, what he must pay them, 
how many hours he may permit them to work, 
that, in fact, he must increase their pay while 
cutting down their— and his— output, that he may 
not advertise that he has better goods than anyone 
else, that— but for full particulars, see small 
bills.”

“Imagine backing this with a threat that, if he 
either does not ‘voluntarily’— no levity, please—  
submit his business to this intimate Government 
control or if he seeks to evade it, the Government 
will ruin him by canvassing the people from house

to house to boycott him. I f  Washington hesitates 
to ‘recognize’ Moscow after this, it will surely 
be a case of one music teacher hating another.” 

---------- o--------
In order to help take care of the expense of 

handling the large volume of new names which 
are sent in from the field for attention, it will 
help greatly if ten cents is included to cover the 
cost of mailing the necessary literature. Names 
accompanied by this small amount will receive 
first attention. Headquarters is overwhelmed with 
a tremendous volume of work, and with the fi
nancial condition as it is, this consideration from 
those in the field will help greatly in spreading 
the work.

--------o--------
A recent newspaper clipping states: “With the 

resignation of Secretary of the Treasury Woodin 
on September 1st regarded likely, it was asserted 
in the safest political gossip that his successor will 
be Governor Lehman of New York.

“Lehman was referred to frequently by the 
President as ‘his right arm.’ The tremendous prob
lems facing the head of the Treasury Department 
make it understandable to the friends of the Pres
ident why he is anxious to draft New York’s
Governor.” ---------- o----------

Dr. Anna Bogenholm Sloane draws attention 
to the fact that if  you will look in the Interna
tional Bankers Directory for 1932 which you 
should find in the Public Library, you will find 
that there are seven brothers or cousins by the 
name of Lehman, who hold important positions 
in as many of the International Banks in New  
York City, among them the House of Morgan, 
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., the National City Bank, and 
the others that have been up for Congressional 
investigation. If you will look into the Jewish 
Who is Who you will find there are Jews by the 
name of Lehman in high positions in several Jew 
banks in Europe, who are connected with the said 
banks in New York City, among them the Morgan 
Co. of London. If you will investigate still fur
ther, you will find that it is due to these facts 
that President Roosevelt and Mr. Lehman were 
made Governor and Lieutenant Governor of New  
York State, and that Mr. Roosevelt was made
President. ---------- o----------

Even our Public Libraries are no longer the 
instruments of free speech!

There may be a private section of pornogra
phic literature, under lock and key for the sec
ret debauching of our youth; there may be a 
plethora of Communistic literature, but no Lib
eration, at least in Los Angeles!

One man writes: “Two of our public attaches 
have told me that the Library no longer takes
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Liberation because some people got into a contro
versy over it in the Library.

“I said: ‘Why did they not throw out the con
troversialists, instead of the magazine?’ But of 
course she who told me did not know. I shall ask 
the Library Board that question.”— P. C. Los 
Angeles

Another complaint arrives at G H Q  “Just whet 
I am becoming interested in reading and intro
ducing Liberation to others, by taking several 
copies at a time on my Library Card and loaning 
them to my relatives and friends, the ‘powers that 
be’ give the order to the Librarian, ‘Liberation is 
getting too radical to permit it in this library any 
more.’ Not a copy to be had. What next? ”—
G. Los Angeles

-------- o--------
The question has come up from many o f oui 

leaders in the field— strong, ardent, organizers of 
the Silver Legion— as to whether this is a Spirit
ual or a political movement. It is easy to under
stand why such a question could be asked. Many 
think of Spirituality as consisting of fine-spun 
theories and sentimentalities.

For the benefit o f those who want a clear 
statement from GHQ as to our policy in this 
matter let it be stated clearly and finally that the 
Silver Legion is a practical organization dealing 
definitely with the economic and political factors 
of our nation.

So that all may understand, it is even suggested 
that these paragraphs be included in the services 
of your next meeting.

The Scripts o f the Liberation, out o f which 
this practical work has grown were signposts 
calling the hosts of Christ to attention. Now we 
are buckling down to work. We are proving the 
spiritual fundamentals which have drawn us to
gether. We know that Spirit which is o f the 
Christ as an intimate alliance with All-Know
ledge, penetrating as accurately into the core of 
humanity and the cancer eating thereon, as into 
the heart of any individual.

Orthodoxy of any shape or fashion has nothing 
to do with this fundamental basis o f the religion 
which is Christ. I t cannot be repeated too often 
that Great Love is firmly practical.

A few words from the immortal work of 
Thomas Lake Harris, the great psychic o f the 
nineteenth century, aptly illustrates the point: 

The nearer to the practical men keep,
The less they deal in vague and abstract things.
. . . God unites his thoughts
In facts, in solid orbs, in living souls!
His revelation is the concrete world.
. . . Oh had Jesus taught
In windy tropes, or veiled his burning thought 
In unintelligible abstract phrase 
H e had not been the savior of mankind.
H e spake as never man spake, clear direct!
His speech was logic set on fire with love; 
Men heard him as the logic of their own souls. 
The pedant talks to pedants like himself!
Mere theorizing is the idler’s trade,
The madman’s boast, the trickster’s common

place,
The dreamer's castle floating in the brain. 
. . .  NO IN T E L L E C TU A L  FORM  
IS ABLE TO RECEIVE T HE D E IT Y  
SAVE AS A CRYSTAL DRAWS THE  

SOLAR LI G HT .
The Silver Legion is therefore a select group, 

composed of people who are no longer seeking’ 
(Continued on page 11)
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A Match to the Fuse 
to the Powder Keg!
(Continued from page 10) 
spirituality. They have already found it deep 
within themselves and are not content with any
thing less than action, mid action has to do with  
the practical factors of politics and economics. 
They have made it their business to conduct re
search into the facts behind the Christ Democracy 
as given by Mr. Pelley. They are energetically 
acquainting themselves with the international 
Jewish cabal, which has been growing in power 
through the centuries, and which has now fasten
ed its tentacles upon every avenue of public life .

Theories, beautiful abstractions arc the relics 
of their spiritual childhood. They are proceeding 
to actually help mankind, emulating that supreme 
epitome of practicality, Jesus’ life  in Galilee.

Hands of flesh and blood must take up the 
Scourge of Cords with which Jesus drove the 
money changers from the temple and wield it e f
fectively in cleansing our nation of those who 
have debauched and pillaged the culture and 
civilization which those of our blood and race 
have reared.

We are dealing directly with the most com
plex and astutely complete organization on the 
face of the earth— that of the Anti-Christ—  
working down through the International Bank
ers in the literal “behind the scenes” control o f 
our government; the complete control o f all world 
propaganda through the press, the radio and the 
movie; the subsidization of the Federal Churches 
of Christ in America, the Republican and Demo
cratic parties, as well as Communism and Social
ism; the infiltration of subversive activity through 
our colleges; atheism, Buchmanism, and a hundred 
groups too numerous to mention.

All of it is a vast net-work inconceivable to the 
average mind who has yet to study the evidence, 
complete and staggering in its incontestable real
ity. Its most common disguise is a saintly purity, 
only slowly and adriotly maneuvering the unsus
pecting Aryan gentile into doctrines that are sub
versive and destructive to the ideals of our fore
fathers and to the Spirit o f Christ. It is a vast 
mosaic of knowledge which every member o f the 
Silver Legion must possess, and which is integrally 
allied with the purely spiritual material given in 
the Scripts of the League for the Liberation. If  
you are a member of the Silver Legion in fact 
you will be helped to get it, at the behest o f your 
own initiative.

Spirituality is a matter of degree. All people 
are Spiritual according to their breadth and depth 
of knowledge and understanding. From beginning 
to end, it is a dealing with Reality. It is a de
lusion and a snare that Great Spirituality can be 
built on mental abstractions or on anything less 
than constructive action, which must necessarily 
deal with the real issues. It has to do with the 
meat and marrow of life, as it throbs in the pulse 
of our beings, and as we discern it in the living 
essence which makes all things grow in ever wid
ening degrees, until we catch it in the beating 
pulse of the great heart and soul o f our Race, and 
then we peer beyond into the ecstasy of the living 
body of our God, the Father, with Whom we 
merge in Christ!
i There is no other Reality and no other religion! 
j We make our lives the living flame o f Christ!

The Battle Score of 
Futile Baruchcracy .. .
(Continued from Page 9)
ed States so they fall not into the hands of the 
predatory clique . . . one wonders where a mere 
college professor gets the financial wherewithal to 
“back” the activities of such an expensive organiza
tion as the Popular Government League . . . but 
with this suggested appointment to the Supreme 
Court, it is not difficult to add two and two togeth
er and discover they make four . . . Liberation has 
stoutly contended from the first that the American 
Jewish Soviet and its schemers meant ultimately 
to make our Supreme Court preponderantly Jew
ish . . . first there was Brandeis, alleged to have 
been appointed as the result o f a situation in Mr. 
Wilson’s affairs which millions of Gentiles would 
find interesting reading if  they could get the de
tails . . . then came Cardoza . . . now it’s Frank
furter— if this aforementioned forecast has basis 
in fact . . .ju st  suppose it were the Japanese who 
were thus succeeding to such Supreme legal j uris- 
diction in our nation? . . . suppose American citi
zens entered the Supreme Court to plead their 
cases before a bench on which sat three Nipponese 
Orientals! . . . how long would they stand for 
it? . . . the preponderance of Zionists, who have 
openly called themselves “a nation within a na
tion,” in this highest legal body is not only 
something to think about, it is something to indi
cate how inexorably the Jewish oligarchy is per
fecting and strengthening its hold on America’s 
institutions.

A ND TH IS calls up the question of just what
1  the Jewish preponderance is, in the United 

States census . . . Hebrews let the Gentile citi
zenry believe that they comprise only 2.5 to 3 
percent of our population, but why do they stead
fastly fight all governmental attempts to have a 
Jewish census taken, or the United States census 
libroken down” to show accurately how many 
Hebrews are domiciled among us? . . .  if  this 
percentage of even 3 percent were accurate, that 
would mean, in a populace of 120,000,000 peo
ple a quota of only one Jew to every 40 Gen
tiles, taking into full account the great Jewish 
Ghettoes of New York, Cleveland, Chicago, and 
other large cities . . . look about you on the 
streets o f any American metropolis— or for that 
matter any representative town everywhere— and 
observe how many Jews you can recognize from 
their physiognomy or manners, and decide for 
yourself if  there is only one person out of forty 
who is Jewish.

One of the outstanding phases in the life and 
career of the Zionist', Louis Marshal, the Jew who 
is alleged to have so “graciously” accepted the 
Ford “apology,” was his zealous endeavors to 
keep from having Jews tabulated accurately—  
just as Rabbi Stephen S. Wise has been most ac
tive in blocking any effective attempts at Alien 
Registration in this country . . . what facts which 
the Gentiles o f America should know about, are 
being screened or suppressed by these determined 
attempts to keep the percentage of Jews in Amer
ica unknown or unrecognized? Or is it possible 
that such a census would reveal how many H e
brews o f foreign birth, who have never become 
naturalized, are in this country illegally?

That too, is something to tabulate on the blot
ter for future attention when Gentile America 
has come fully to its senses!

C o m p l e t e  y o u r  F il e  
o f  L ib e r a t io n  S c r ip ts
’T ’HOUSANDS of harassed peo

ple, baffled by what life is all 
about, are muddling forward in 
the blindness of despair because 
they have never heard of the 
Scripts of the Liberation!

These sublime, but intensely 
practical, messages are not spon
sored by any cult. They do not 
mean the beginning of any new re
ligion. They represent astound
ing information, the possession of 
which clears up for the individual 
some of the greatest enigmas of 
the ages.

Read down this list carefully.

You may purchase any 5 titles 
for $1.501

Buy them for your friend who 
hasn’t even this much to spare for 
knowledge utterly beyond price!

gibetrnttan
Asheville, N. C.

1 The Divine Plan: For What do we Hunger?
2 What Was Meant by the Deep Sleep on Adam?
3 What is Holy Spirit and How does it Create?
4 The Great Migration of Souls to this Planet.
5 Why Earthly Cataclysms are Permitted.
6 Why People are Called to Suffer Misfortune.
7 How Man Became an Animal.
8 How Divine Thought Operates on Matter.

10 Which Souls Make Up the Dark Forces?
11 How Do you Get your Individuality?
12 How You Come Back to Earth-Life.
15 Why Righteous Men do Not Fear the Unseen.
16 How the White Council Appoints its Ministers.
17 Do Those who are Dead meet God?
18 Do you Use Your Third Eye?
19 Why Evil Finally Defeats Itself.
20 Where You Got Your Instincts.
21 Are Dictators Sent by the Almighty?
22 The Celestial Program for Human Betterment.
23 Indentifying your Soul in Eternity.
24 The Mystery of Service from the Cosmic Angle
25 What is Meant by The Christ Protection?
26 Do you Know the Meaning of Non-Resistance?
28 How Thought forms are made by Light.
29 How Light Projections make Materializations.
30 Why we Come Back into Mortality.
31 None in Stock.
32 How Vibrations Operate to Make Materials.
42 The Cosmic Meaning of Romantic Love.
43 Why Humanity Suffers the Present Disruption.
44 How the Prophets could foretell Event.
45 How Jesus Performed His Miracles.
46 How Energy Works in Performing Miracles.
47 The Role of Fear in the Present Crisis.
48 Should We Develop our Psychic Powers?
49 What Proofs Have We that Jesus Lived?
50 What Jesus Meant by Non-Resistance.
51 How to Understand the workings of Karma.
52 What is the Goal of the Human Race?
53 What is the Mystery of Earthly Time?
54 The Place of Doubt in Spiritual Relief.
55 What is Meant when a Person is “ Spiritual” ?
60 The Phenomenon of Human Habit.
61 How Experience makes for Self-Awareness.
62 The Hidden Meaning of Discipline.
1S2 Running One’s Life on Advice.
183 Do You Understand Selfishness?
184 Do You Know How to Conquer Illusion?
185 The Process Known as Dying.
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The Fight Gets Hotter! . .
4IS is the first issue for the month of 
September, the season of fall has 
opened, Silver Shirts everywhere have 
vacations behind them.

Ruthlessly, inexorably, we approach 
the most eventful winter in the his
tory of our Republic.

Make no mistake about it: as we 
approach the closing months of the 
year, with 1934 in prospect, we face 
the eventuality of a Great American 
Protectorate!

Understand us, we do not mean the brand of Jewish Pro
tectorate which has crashed the gate into all our institutions 
and undertaken to “save” us from a plight which we believe 
and contend has been insidiously manufactured that its “cure” 
might be applied according to the megalomaniacal schemes 
of Bernard M. Baruch.

We are speaking of a Great American Protectorate of 
Christ Men that shall presently March openly in this nation 
and undertake the great purge of our debauched institutions, 
that true faith may be kept with the Continental Fathers 
who never meant that a haven of safety for the despised and 
oppressed of Europe should become nothing but a trash can 
for the human debris of other continents.

T H E  CROWNING absurdity of our age is the implica
tion in any form that the thing which American Con

stitutionalism was supposed to mean in the world, should be 
set aside in these years from 1929 to 1936 for a system of 
Soviet Industrial Committees officered by adulators of the 
most pernicious syndicalists that modern times have project
ed.

These Jews forget themselves!
Who are they, to force their silly and pernicious theories 

on a mighty nation of 115,000,000 Christian Gentiles? 
Have they ever governed themselves successfully?
What racial brain tumor impels them to shove themselves 

forward as general Fixits for the whole human species?
Because we Christians will not, as a race, stoop to the 

strategizings and maneuverings which have temporarily lift
ed them in a sort of nouveau riche aggrandizement to the 
present forefront of world affairs, how do they fancy them
selves everywhere triumphant and the earth given into their 
hands in fulfillment of an ancient tribal prophecy?

They are slated to learn differently!
These Hebrews at Washington, and their servile Gentile 

eunuchs, may tamper with the machinery of the Ship of 
State and make it unseaworthy in the name of Recovery.

They may ridicule efforts at challenging them in the places 
of power into which they have intruded. They may jeer 
at organized efforts to unseat them and call attention to the 
impotency of such, because of an assumed financial impov
erishment.

But it is not a battle of dollars which looms ahead— 
although dollars are by no means wanting from the Gentile 
ranks, if the disturbing facts could only be known.

Baruchcracy in this nation is going to meet its match, as 
the heavier and heavier demands made on various publishers 
throughout the world who specialize in anti-Semitic facts, 
attest to the investigation with an eye-opening attestment.

Self-respecting Hebrews who go about their business 
legitimately, and observe the laws of good citizenship, have 
little to fear from the Great Rumbling that is now becoming 
louder with each passing month.

But there is another caste of Hebrews whose activities are 
fu lly  known to the utmost detail, who cannot hoodwink a 
growing army of intelligent and awakening Gentiles no mat
ter what the ballyhoo and misrepresentation with which they 
are flooding the Zionist-censored press, who will presently be 
called to book in a manner which their present power-drunk 
arrogance will not let them suspect, much less accredit.

TH IS  American Government is going to be given back to 
its predominantly Christian and Gentile elements! It 

is going to be protected in its republican forms of true rep
resentation of the electorate, without any Grand-Orient 11- 
luminism to assist in such representing. Our Constitution is 
going to be observed, excepting that a 20th Amendment is 
going to be added to it!

If  the megalomaniacal Jews of the United States wish to 
see this 20th Amendment so worded as to make them aliens 
without voting or property privileges, let nothing halt them 
in their present baruchcratic program of camouflaged Sov
ietism!

Meanwhile, every loyal and outraged Christian patriot is 
called upon to double and triple the funds they have been 
placing at the disposal of their growing Christ Militia.

This is not such an admission of impoverishment as the 
incompetents assume.

It is a dignified reminder to dignified people that there 
can be no let-up in the flow of supply. Sovietism is not to 
weasel into America, camouflaged as committees for indus
trial recovery!

We are calmly purposeful to keep faith with the Fore
fathers!

W A T C H  AN D  SU PPO RT T H E  S W E L L IN G  
SILV E R  LE G IO N !
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